Open daily from 5 pm to 1 am

Welcome to the Library Bar at The Ritz-Carlton, Dubai. You are currently surrounded by a
plethora of antique furnishings in an atmosphere which oozes elegance and is inspired
by a traditional drawing room, that one would fnd in a worldly manor. In the Library Bar,
we pride ourselves on serving a unique selection of gins, alongside an exquisite range
of whiskeys and creative and innovative cocktails. Whether you’re here to experience an
exceptional cigar or a vintage malt, you’ll do so in the comfort and refnement of a space
created to allow you to treat yourself to the taste of luxury.

“Smoking cigars is like falling in love; frst you are attracted to its shape; you stay with
it for its favour; and you must always remember never, never let the fame go out.”
-Winston Churchill

Open daily from 5 pm to 1 am

WHISKY COCKTAILS
AKUMA

Nikka by the barrel, fresh orange juice, agave syrup, chopped jalapeno

78

Akuma frst appeared in Buddhist texts. It is said that due to the lack of monotheism, there was no opponent of
God so Akuma became the equivalent of Satan in ancient script. An Akuma is typically depicted as an entity with
a fery head and eyes, while carrying a sword. Warning: Hot!

THE TRACE

Bufalo trace, amaro nonino, spicy fg jam, lemon juice

78

Ancient bufalo carved paths through the wilderness that led American pioneers and explorers to new frontiers. One
such trail led to the banks of the Kentucky River and in tribute to the mighty bufalo and the rugged, independent
spirit of the pioneers who followed them, this signature cocktail - “The Trace” was created.

MONACI

Parmesan infused Bourbon, balsamic, bitter orange marmalade, maple syrup

75

The frst record of Parmigiana Reggiano is from 1254. Legend has it that around 900 years ago Benedictine monks
living in the Parma Reggio region of Italy created this cheese when they needed to fnd a way to extend the shelf
life of the large quantities of milk they were producing. During the 1300s and 1400s these monks had a monopoly
on parmesan cheese and would export it to diferent regions of Italy. As the cheese became more popular, it
spread to the rest of Europe. Its popularity brought with it an imitator leading to Italy issuing a decree that placed
exclusive control over the production and sale of this cheese in the hands of the Parmigiano Reggiano.

THE ESTATE

Gentleman Jack, Aperol, spiced syrup, lemon juice, egg white

88

Jack Daniel’s Distillery was established in 1866; it all started when Jack ran away from home after his mother
and father had both passed away. Prior to his death, Jack’s father remarried, but Jack despised his stepmother
and was taken in by a local preacher name Dan Call. Call began teaching him about distilling, and in 1875 Jack
founded a registered distilling business with Call using money from his late father’s estate.

KEN-95

Woodford Reserve, lemon juice, tobacco syrup, cranberry bitter, 7 spices

75

Kentucky boasts some of the richest most fertile soil in the country. Ideal for growing the major ingredients in
Bourbon, corn. It is the birthplace of Bourbon, crafting 95% of the world’s supply. The name “Bourbon” was not
applied until the 1850’s and the Kentucky etymology was not advanced until the 1870’s. Although bourbon can
be made anywhere in the United States, it is strongly associated with the American South and with Kentucky in
particular.

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.
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SCOTCH SINGLE MALTS
TAMDHU 10 YRS
GLENMORANGIE ORIGINAL 10 YRS
GLENGOYNE 18 YRS
ARDBEG UIGEADAIL
GLENLIVET 15 YRS
HAZELBURN BAROLO CASK MATURED 9 YRS
THE DALMORE 15 YRS
BERRY’S OWN SELECTION, GLENGLOSSIE 1992, 21 YRS
HIGHLAND PARK 18 YRS
THE MACALLAN FINE OAK 15 YRS
THE MACALLAN RARE CASK
THE MACALLAN FINE OAK 18YRS
THE MACALLAN FINE OAK 21YRS
THE MACALLAN FINE OAK 25YRS

60
79
85
99
100
113
120
136
137
158
310
395
625
835

BLENDED SCOTCH
MONKEY SHOULDER
CHIVAS REGAL 12 YRS
CHIVAS REGAL 18 YRS
HANKEY BANNISTER 21 YRS
COMPASS BOX FLAMING HEART 4TH EDITION
JOHNNIE WALKER BLACK
JOHNNIE WALKER BLUE

68
68
115
137
155
82
289

INTERNATIONAL MALTS
IRISH
JAMESON
JAMESON BLACK BARREL
TEELING VINTAGE RESERVE 24 YR
KNAPPOQUE CASTLE 1951
TAIWAN
KAVALAN SINGLE MALT
JAPANESE
NIKKA FROM THE BARREL
MIYAGIKYO SINGLE MALT
YAMAZAKI DISTILLERS RESERVE
ICHIRO’S MALT WINE WOOD RESERVE
TAKETSURU PURE MALT 17 YRS

58
88
204
1,850
95
85
94
146
155
289

BOURBON WHISKY
BUFFALO TRACE
WOODFORD RESERVE
GENTLEMEN JACK
BERNHEIM WHEAT WHISKY

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.

60
60
60
75
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SPARKLING WINE & CHAMPAGNE
PROSECCO DOCG ZONIN PRESTIGE, ITALY
LAURENT PERRIER BRUT NV, FRANCE

Glass|Bottle
77 | 365
160 | 780

WHITE WINE
DA LUCA, PINOT GRIGIO, ITALY
DARK HORSE, CHARDONNAY, USA
SIMONSIG, CHENIN BLANC, SOUTH AFRICA
ZUCCARDI, TORRONTES, CHILE
KAPUKA, SAUVIGNON BLANC, NEW ZEALAND
GAVI LA LUCIANA ARALDICA, ITALY
J. MOREAU & FILS CHABLIS, FRANCE
PETIT CHABLIS LA CHABLISIENNE, FRANCE

48 | 225
54 | 255
56 | 300
66 | 325
73 | 360
75 | 370
420
425

ROSE WINE
MINUTY, PROVENCE, FRANCE
ULTIMATE PROVENCE, FRANCE

75 | 370
105 | 495

RED WINE
MARIUS GRENACHE SYRAH, FRANCE
BACCOLO ASPASSIMENTO IGT CENT’ANNI, ITALY
DARK HORSE PINOT NOIR, USA
M.CHAPOUTIER COTES DU RHONE ROUGE ‘BELLERUCHE’
ZUCCARDI SERIE A MALBEC, ARGENTINA
CHIANTI DOCG GABBIANO, ITALY
CAMPO VIEJO RIOJA, SPAIN

48 | 225
56 | 270
58 | 285
68 | 330
70 | 340
75 | 370
350

DESSERT WINE
NEDERBURG, NOBLE LATE HARVEST, SA
WARRE’S WARRIOR

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.

63 | 305
110 | 520
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BEERS
TIGER
PERONI
HEINEKEN
ASAHI
HOEGAARDEN
CORONA
SOMERSBY
FRANZISKANER
HOBGOBLIN
DUVEL
THATCHERS GOLD
LEFFE BRUNE

50
55
55
55
55
57
65
70
70
70
75
75

SIGNATURE NON-ALCOHOLIC SERVES
RASPBERRY BERGAMOT BURST

This fruity and refreshing combination of orange, bergamot oil from the Earl Grey

40

and posh raspberry cordial caters rather to grown up palates.

GREEN TEA CUCUMBER COOLER

The slightly bitter and antioxidant character of green tea is balanced by the freshness

40

of cucumber and the exotic warmth of elderfower.

LEMON BALM ICED TEA

Cold sweet tea, lemon-balm cordial, fresh mint, lemon

40

SOFT DRINKS
PEPSI
DIET PEPSI
7UP
MIRINDA
SODA
TONIC WATER
GINGER ALE
FEVER TREE TONIC
RED BULL

28
28
28
28
28
28
28
35
45

FRESH JUICES

34

WATER
AQUA PANNA SMALL
AQUA PANNA LARGE
SAN PELLEGRINO SMALL
SAN PELLEGRINO LARGE

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.
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CIGARS
OLIVA
MASTER BLEND 3 - TORPEDO

240

(6 X 52) Medium to Full
Rating: 92 by Cigar Afcionado
Specifcally blended to deliver the richest characteristics of Nicaraguan ligero fllers and broadleaf sun-grown
wrappers. With its 12-year aged leafs, it is a complex cigar crafted for the most developed palate … truly a joy to
smoke. Inventory is extremely limited.

SERIE V
TORPEDO

175

DOUBLE ROBUSTO

125

SPECIAL FIGURADO

185

MELANIO FIGURADO

275

(6 X 56) Medium to Full
Rating: 94 by Cigar Afcionado
This very attractive Torpedo Cigar made Cigar Afcionado’s 2007 Humidor Selection with an impressive 94
(Outstanding) rating for its “nut, wood and sweet cedar favors that frame a substantial leather core”. A rich and
full favored cigar for those who relish a complex smoke.

(5 X 54) Full
Rating: 89 by Cigar Afcionado
On the outside, a beautiful oily Habano sun-grown wrapper covers the Double Robusto. Inside this impressive
leaf, a powerful, yet smooth blend of aged Nicaraguan ligero completes the package. This Oliva Serie V cigar, is
full-bodied and ofers layers of cofee, spice, and dark chocolate favors.

(6 X 60) Full
Rating: 89 by Cigar Afcionado
A classic Oliva style, 6 x 60 cigar. A robust blend of Nicaraguan Ligero, long fller and aged Nicaraguan binder
are rolled into one of the most stunning, and savory Habano sun-grown wrappers that you’ve seen or tasted.

(6.5 X 52) Medium to Full
Rating: 96 by Cigar Afcionado (Cigar of the Year Award 2014)
Oliva Serie ‘V’ Melanio will have you at hello, thanks to gorgeous Ecuadorian-grown Sumatra leaf that’s dark,
thick, oily, and seamless in appearance. Beneath this leaf, a favorful blend of long-leaf ligeros from Nicaragua
unites, including the Oliva’s oldest, most prized leaves from Condega and Esteli, along with some extra
tobaccos from Jalapa for more favor and aroma. Each Melanio has unique nuances such as black pepper,
freshly-baked bread, and unsweetened cocoa. You might also notice some toast and lightly creamed cofee.
Either way, you’re in for a delicious treat.

LIGA PRIVADA UNICO SERIES
UF13 ROBUSTO

250

NO.9 - TORO

220

FERAL FLYING PIG

280

PAPPAS FRITAS

170

(5.5 X 52) Full
The wrapper is Connecticut broadleaf with a Brazilian Mata Fina binder and select Honduran and Nicaraguan
tobaccos in the fller. The UF 13 is a strong full bodied cigar when compared to other sticks in the Liga Privada
line. Extremely limited and exceptionally delicious.

(6 X 52) Medium to full
Rating: 94 by Cigar Afcionado
Originally blended for the company’s president, who favors rich, strong, oscuro wrapped cigars. This private
blend took of and is now sold to the public uncellophaned to appreciate the beauty of this cigar’s very dark oily
wrapper and rich aroma. Liga Privada No.9 is naturally sweet with hints of cocoa and cofee.

(5.4 X 60) Medium to Full
Rating: 91 by Cigar Afcionado
The Flying Pig is similar in blend to the Liga Privada No.9 but with a dash of dark ligero leaf thrown in to crank
up the favor a notch. Plump and pigtailed, this dark perfecto starts with an uneven burn that corrects itself. It
delivers an earthly, charry smoke with hints of anise and vanilla bean.

(4.4 X 44) Medium to Full
Handcrafted entirely from only the chaveta cuts of our extra dark broadleaf capa and the rare, Grade A1 fller
tobacco trimmings created by the production of our famed Liga Privada blends, these coronas are arguably
the fnest “tripa corta” cigars ever made. What they may lack in beauty they more than make up for in satisfying
favor and aroma. Spicy, rich and delicious, they are named in honor of one of El Jefe’s favorite foods: French
fries!

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.
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LIGA PRIVADA
T52 - FLYING PIG

230

(4 X 60) Medium to Full
Rating: 91 by Cigar Afcionado
This intriguing cigar by Drew Estate comes in a unique, short, fat, perfecto shape and sports a rare Habano
Connecticut wrapper over a Brazilian Mata Fina binder, and aged Nicaraguan fllers. It starts with a peppery
blast, but soon develops a sweet, almost candy-like favor and aroma, nuanced with underlying notes of cocoa,
leather, and cedar. The odd bulbous shape produces a surprisingly slow even burn, and the cigar remains full
bodied and distinctively delicious right down the nub.

T52 - CORONET

45

(4 X32) Medium to Full
Liga Privada T52 Coronets tin cigars ofer that amazing ultra-premium T52 taste in a small, pocket-friendly size.
Full bodied just like its bigger counterparts, Coronets also ofer the same black pepper, leather, earth, and spicy
notes that makes T52 one of the most popular blends in the renowned Drew Estate lineup!

LIGA UNDER CROWN
FLYING PIG

195

JOYA DE NICARAGUA ANTANO DARK COROJO

335

BELICOSO

270

(4 X 60) Medium to Full
Rating: 89 by Cigar Afcionado
With the success of Liga Under Crown, Drew Estate has decided to release their most famous cigar shape, a
fat perfecto called Flying Pig, this time with the Liga UnderCrown blend. The wrapper is a San Andrés Mexican
Oscuro with binders from the Connecticut River Valley Stalk-cut and Cured sun-grown Habano. The fller
tobaccos are Brazilian Mata Fina and Nicaraguan Habano.

La Pesadilla (4.5x60) Full
Joya de Nicaragua Antano dark Corojo is the embodiment of the Nicaraguan power cigar. The oily, dark brown
capa foreshadows the extra full bodied favors of its complex, pungent blend, containing only mature, locally
cultivated leaf. With each draw, the puro builds in strength to leave even the most jaded smoker satisfed and
spent.

(5.5x54) Medium to full
It features a core of perfectly aged dominican tobaccos surrounded by a smooth golden brown Connecticut
shade wrapper to provide an exceptionally favorful cigar with intriguing complexity. Expect a mellow to medium
body smoke oozing with inviting notes of leather, cofee, cedar and nuts highlighted by a warm toasty fnish

AJ FERNANDEZ
NEW WORLD - GOBERNADOR TORO

149

ENCLAVE - FIGURADO

180

BELLA ARTES - ROBUSTO MADURO

375

VIVA LA VIDA CLUB 500

360

(6.5 X 55) Medium
Named for the discoverer of tobacco in the New World, your taste buds will be discovering amazing favors in
this cigar… spicy and zesty notes with premium Nicaraguan fllers. Another masterpiece by AJ Fernandez.

(6.5 X 52) Medium to Full
A premium beauty that will immediately catch your eye. These impeccably rolled smokes feature a gorgeous,
reddish brown Habano Rosado wrapper leaf that covers a toasty Cameroon binder, and select aged proprietary
Nicaraguan long-fllers grown only on the family farm. Notes of pepper, spice, cedar, and cinnamon, invigorates
the palate with every puf making the cigar consistently delicious throughout.

(5.5x52) Full
The cigar starts shufing chocolate brownies, earth, black pepper and spiciness not only into th eprofle but
around in quantity. The pepper now imparts more a tingle to the tongue and lips, progressing to the point where
it adds some distinct bite, though the favor is still quite good.

(6x60) Full
The Viva La Vida Toro is a lively full bodied, full strength cigar that is expertly handcrafted by master cigar
creator AJ Fernandez in Nicaragua. Its oily, reddish Habano maduro wrapper covers a Nicaraguan Corojo
binder and a Criollo ‘98 fller. Invigorating notes of black pepper and leather will greet your palate when you
light up the Viva La Vida

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.
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DH BOUTIQUE CIGARS
NICARAO ESPECIAL
TORITO

149

LA LEY - ROBUSTO

205

NICARAO EXCLUSIVO - ROBUSTO EXTRA

235

NICARAO EXCLUSIVO - ROMEO

270

(4.5 X 54) Medium
This cigar line ofers an aromatic spectrum that is powerful yet subtle and diverse. Diversity and intensity
evolves throughout the tasting. Nicarao Especial delivers character, balance, and richness.

(5 X 54) Medium
In the mouth, the mild tobacco stems show aromas of cofee, leather, sweetness, and a pleasant creaminess. A
cigar that is great fun with the frst move and is also great for beginners.

(6 X 58) Medium to Full
This Robusto is the perfect choice when one wants to taste a cigar with an enjoyable rich and progressive
aromatic profle. A great cigar.

(5 X 54) Medium to Full
A cigar that pleasantly surprises you with its intense combination of richness and aromatic diversity, as well as
with its precision. Certifed aged leaves of a minimum of six years including a nine year old ligero.

FURIA
ALECTO BLUE

235

MAGAERA RED

245

(4.5 X 56) Medium
Furia demonstrates a solid personality with notable richness and an accomplished character, with strength
and aromatic density. Furia’s strong nature reveals a captivating character. As indirectly suggested by its
environment, the cigar strength is there but is always controlled through its moderately aged leaves from three
to six years.

(5.5 X 54) Medium
Furia demonstrates a solid personality with notable richness and an accomplished character, with strength
and aromatic density. Furia’s strong nature reveals a captivating character. As indirectly suggested by its
environment, the cigar strength is there but is always controlled through its moderately aged leaves from three
to six years.

MY FATHER CIGARS
MY FATHER LE BIJOU - TORPEDO BOX PRESSED

220

MY FATHER LE GRAN OFERTA

335

(6.1 X 52) Full
Rating: 90 by Cigar Afcionado
The Le Bijou line honors Pepin Garcia’s father born in Cuba in 1922. It difers from the original ‘My Father’ in that
it uses a Nicaraguan Habano Oscuro wrapper that is very dark, almost black. This full bodied torpedo is earthy
and woody, with pleasant herbal favors.

(6x50) Medium
The leathery smoke of this well-made cigar is bolstered by elements of sweet brioche, nuts and white pepper.
The cigars burns evenly.

All prices are in UAE Dirhams and inclusive of 5% VAT,
10% service charge and 7% municipality fee.

